Objective: Presurgical language assessment can help minimize damage to eloquent cortex during resective epilepsy surgery. Two methods for presurgical language mapping are functional MRI (fMRI) and direct cortical stimulation (DCS) of implanted subdural electrodes. We compared fMRI results to DCS to help optimize noninvasive language localization and assess its validity. Methods: We studied 19 patients referred for presurgical evaluation of drug-resistant epilepsy. Patients completed four language tasks during preoperative fMRI. After subdural electrode implantation, we used DCS to localize language areas. For each stimulation site, we determined whether language positive electrode pairs intersected with significant fMRI activity clusters for language tasks. Results: Sensitivity and specificity depended on electrode region of interest radii and statistical thresholding. For patients with at least one language positive stimulation site, an auditory description decision task provided the best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. For patients with no language positive stimulation sites, fMRI was a dependable method of excluding eloquent language processing. Interpretation: Language fMRI is an effective tool for determining language lateralization before electrode implantation and is especially useful for excluding unexpected critical language areas. It can help guide subdural electrode implantation and narrow the search for eloquent cortical areas by DCS. ANN NEUROL 2017;81:526-537 P resurgical language assessment can help minimize perioperative damage to eloquent cortex. Two common methods for language mapping are functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and direct cortical stimulation (DCS) through subdural electrodes. Extraoperative mapping with DCS is the clinical "gold standard" for localizing critical language areas, but is invasive, costly, and adds additional risk from bleeding and infection.
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Objective: Presurgical language assessment can help minimize damage to eloquent cortex during resective epilepsy surgery. Two methods for presurgical language mapping are functional MRI (fMRI) and direct cortical stimulation (DCS) of implanted subdural electrodes. We compared fMRI results to DCS to help optimize noninvasive language localization and assess its validity. Methods: We studied 19 patients referred for presurgical evaluation of drug-resistant epilepsy. Patients completed four language tasks during preoperative fMRI. After subdural electrode implantation, we used DCS to localize language areas. For each stimulation site, we determined whether language positive electrode pairs intersected with significant fMRI activity clusters for language tasks. Results: Sensitivity and specificity depended on electrode region of interest radii and statistical thresholding. For patients with at least one language positive stimulation site, an auditory description decision task provided the best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. For patients with no language positive stimulation sites, fMRI was a dependable method of excluding eloquent language processing. Interpretation: Language fMRI is an effective tool for determining language lateralization before electrode implantation and is especially useful for excluding unexpected critical language areas. It can help guide subdural electrode implantation and narrow the search for eloquent cortical areas by DCS.
ANN NEUROL 2017;81:526-537 P resurgical language assessment can help minimize perioperative damage to eloquent cortex. Two common methods for language mapping are functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and direct cortical stimulation (DCS) through subdural electrodes. Extraoperative mapping with DCS is the clinical "gold standard" for localizing critical language areas, but is invasive, costly, and adds additional risk from bleeding and infection. 1 fMRI provides reliable, noninvasive language lateralization for adults and children with epilepsy. 2, 3 Current clinical practice parameters indicate that fMRI may be considered for lateralizing language function in place of intracarotid amobarbital procedure (IAP) in temporal lobe epilepsy patients; however, the use of fMRI for localization in clinical settings is not well established. 4, 5 Several small studies compared fMRI with intra-and extraoperative cortical stimulation, with little agreement about concordance between language maps generated by fMRI and stimulation mapping, and wide variation in reported fMRI sensitivity and specificity. Most studies agree that optimal and standardized statistical thresholds for evaluating fMRI activation are uncertain. [6] [7] [8] We examined concordance between fMRI and DCS in patients undergoing epilepsy surgery evaluation. By coregistering implanted subdural electrodes and fMRI results to preoperative MRI, we compared fMRI language activation with extraoperative DCS language mapping. We sought to identify the best approach for comparing these tools and determine whether standardized methods could be applied across subjects' fMRI data to detect the presence and absence of DCS-defined critical language areas. We evaluated the utility of various language fMRI paradigms as screening tools for detecting eloquent cortex, guiding electrode implantation, and narrowing the search for language by DCS.
Patients and Methods

Participants
Nineteen patients with medically refractory epilepsy who underwent presurgical evaluation and intracranial electroencephalograph (EEG) monitoring at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) between 2012 and 2016 were included (age at date of implantation: range 5 22.6-59.9 years; median 5 33.3 years; 14 females; Table 1 ). All patients underwent fMRI using echoplanar imaging (EPI) blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) techniques during four language tasks, obtained 15 to 218 days before electrode implantation (mean 5 109.2 days). Semiology, neurological examination, ictal video electroencephalography, 
MRI findings: 1 5 normal, 2 5 mesial temporal sclerosis, 3 5 lesional (tumors, focal cortical dysplasia), 4 5 dual pathology, 5 5 other (encephalomalacia, traumatic brain injury, nonspecific MRI). Resection types: ATL 5 anterior temporal lobectomy, FL 5 frontal lobectomy, SAH 5 selective amygdalahippocampectomy. Handedness was based on self-report during clinical evaluation. The 3 subjects who reported left-handedness scored in the ambidextrous (Ambi) range on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EDHI). Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) scores were obtained during preoperative neuropsychological testing; all patients completed the WAIS-III except for patients 15, 17, and 18, who completed the WAIS-IV. If postoperative neuropsychological testing was completed, and a significant decline occurred (on one or more described language measures), the change is noted in the last column (*).
high-resolution MRI, and [
18 F]-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography were used to localize seizure foci and guide subdural electrode implantation. T 1 -weighted magnetizationprepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) images were collected preoperatively and computed tomography (CT) scans following implantation. All patients underwent electrocortical stimulation mapping to localize language, motor, and sensory function depending on their seizure focus and implant location. Sixteen patients underwent a subsequent resection. Approval by the NIH Combined Neurosciences Institutional Review Board was obtained. Informed consent was obtained from all patients.
fMRI Acquisition and Analyses
Eighteen patients completed four tasks: ADDT, AUDCAT, listening, and reading. One did not complete AUDCAT. Each paradigm used a block design composed of five epoch cycles. Each cycle consisted of an active alternating with a condition condition; each hemicycle lasted 30 seconds. The paradigms have been described previously. 9 Briefly:
(A) Auditory Description Decision Task (ADDT): Participants hear an auditory clue (five-to six-word sentences) and are instructed to push a button when the description is true. Twenty of 30 items are correct targets ("Something that hangs in a museum is a painting"); 10 of 30 are foils ("Something that parts your hair is a refrigerator").
(B) Auditory Categories (AUDCAT): Participants are presented with categories ("Food") followed by a list of nouns and are instructed to designate whether each presented noun falls into the previously presented category ("pancake") or not ("manpower") by pushing a button. (C) Listening: Participants listen to stories and are instructed to push a button on hearing a tone, presented intermittently throughout the story. (D) Reading: Participants read a story presented on a screen and are instructed to press a button when they reach the period following each sentence (active condition) and for white, but not black, squares presented on the screen (control condition).
The baseline conditions were designed to match the experimental conditions for primary audition, vision, motor response, length of utterance, and volume. During each auditory task, the control condition consisted of reverse speech where patients were instructed to push a button on hearing a tone. Task performance was evaluated by the overall accuracy for the ADDT task (true positives / sum of correct answers possible 1 number of commissions 3 100). 10 Data were available for 6 of 19 subjects: Overall accuracy was 85.8% (613.2%). Average response time was 3,014.4ms (6195.9ms). All patients were scanned on a 3.0 Tesla GE scanner using EPI BOLD techniques. Gradient echoplanar images were collected using echo time 5 30msec, flip angle 5 65 degrees, field of view 5 22 3 22cm, acquisition matrix 5 64 3 64, and interscan interval (repetition time) 5 2,000msec. Voxel sizes were either: 3.4 3 3.4 3 4.0mm with brain volumes consisting of 30 3 4-mm-thick axial slices or 3.0 3 3.0 3 3.0mm with brain volumes consisting of 40 3 3-mm-thick axial slices. Images were collected parallel to the anterior commissure/posterior commissure plane.
Functional data were analyzed within the framework of the publicly available software package, AFNI (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages), 11 in each patient's native space. For preprocessing, echo-planar images were resampled to 4.0-mm isotropic voxels for consistency across scan types (performed along with registration, avoiding additional interpolation). Each of four runs was input as a single four-dimensional data set of 150 time points. The pre-steady-state volumes, collected before equilibrium magnetization was reached, were discarded automatically during acquisition. Slice timing correction was performed to synchronize timing across slices. Next, the EPI registration base volume was aligned to a skull-stripped, deobliqued preoperative T 1 -weighted MPRAGE using a local Pearson correlation absolute value (LPA) cost function. For 3 subjects, the LPA cost function failed and a local Pearson correlation cost function was used. The remaining volumes in the EPI data set were aligned to the MPRAGE base volume with a concatenated transformation. Voxels without data at every time point were masked out. Each volume of each run was spatially blurred using a 4-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel within the EPI extent mask. Demeaned motion parameters were computed for use in regression, and motion was regressed per individual task run. Motion above 0.3mm was censored, based on the Euclidean norm of motion derivatives. We excluded runs during which the fraction of time points censored attributed to motion exceeded 0.2.
A generalized least squares time series fit with restricted maximum likelihood estimation of temporal autocorrelation was used for regression using a voxel-wise ARMA(1,1) model. The regression model provided a single estimate of the response magnitude to each stimulus type in each voxel for each subject. Correction for multiple comparisons was based on Monte Carlo simulation using AFNI's 3dClustSim. 12 The estimated probability of false-positive detection per image, based on the frequency count of cluster sizes, was used to establish cluster-size thresholds for three uncorrected p values, in order to achieve corrected p < 0.05.
Laterality Index
Hemispheric laterality indices (LIs) were calculated by determining the number of voxels included in left-and righthemisphere fMRI masks for each threshold. LI was calculated and classified using the following conventions 13 :
LI 5 Voxels left 2Voxels right Voxels left 1Voxels right LI < 20:25Right 20:2 < LI < 0:25Bilateral
If a subject's laterality classification differed across thresholds for a task, the more common classification was chosen (eg, if a subject was bilateral at P1, but left-lateralized at P2 and P3, they were classified as left; Table 2 ).
Electrode Localization
For each patient, electrode centers identified in the postimplantation CT scan were brought to the T1 MPRAGE space by a 12-parameter affine transform implemented in AFNI, and corrected for brain shift using a modified elastic algorithm, 14, 15 which brought constrained subdural electrode locations to a reconstructed outer-smoothed pial surface using Freesurfer suite routines (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and custom scripts in the MATLAB environment. The algorithm was constrained by a subset of electrode locations identified by intraoperative photograph and designated in 3D-Slicer (http://www.slicer.org). Gyral anatomy and vascular patterns were used as landmark references 15 (Fig 1) . Electrode coordinates were transformed into regions of interest (ROIs) to be overlaid on fMRI activation maps.
Stimulation Mapping
Stimulation parameters were: pulse width 0.5ms; pulse rate 50Hz; and duration 3 to 5 seconds. Current amplitude increased from 2mA to a maximum of 16mA in 1-mA increments. Adjacent electrodes (1cm apart) were stimulated in a bipolar manner to screen for language function. In some instances, electrode pairs that elicited positive responses were tested individually using a distant, cleared electrode as reference. The following tasks were used:
(A) Countinous counting or alphabet recitation until either a reproducible functional change occurred (such as a pause or dysarthria), after-discharges observed on EEG, or no response elicited at 16mA. Subsequent tasks were completed using this threshold (or 1mA lower when afterdischarges appeared). 
A laterality index was calculated at three thresholds for each fMRI language task. If a subject's laterality classification differed across thresholds for a task, the more-common classification was chosen (eg, if a subject was bilateral at P1, but left-lateralized at P2 and P3, they were classified as left). Subjects without a laterality classification were excluded based on movement exclusions, activation exclusion, or simply not completing a given task.
(D) Token test: Patients pointed at objects given the experimenter's verbal description (eg, "Point to the small, red circle").
Electrode pairs that reproducibly disrupted either language production or comprehension at any stimulation amplitude, during any task, were defined as language positive and considered to be overlying a critical language area. In cases where electrodes were tested monopolarly using a reference electrode, the single electrode causing a disruption was defined as language positive and modeled as a single ROI.
Electrode pairs cleared of language function during all tasks were defined as clear. This occurred when either no response was elicited at 16mA or the stimulation was pain limited, but caused no language deficits at a lower threshold. Electrodes limited by pain at a low threshold were excluded, because the language task could not produce reliable results. We eliminated electrodes producing sensory or motor effects, after-discharges, or electrographic seizures upon stimulation; language disruption occurring during that time could not be attributed to stimulation alone. We excluded subtemporal electrodes, because this region is subject to distortion and signal loss during fMRI. 16, 17 Comparison Algorithm
In order to compare the results of DCS with activation maps produced by fMRI, we created ROIs based on projected electrode coordinates to represent both cleared and language positive electrode pairs. To account for uncertainty in the effective radius of DCS propagation, 7, 18 we evaluated ROI sizes of 4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-mm radii. Ten-millimeter radii are commonly used in the existing literature 19, 20 ; this radius is chosen based on reports that more permanent language deficits occur if the distance of the resection margin from the nearest language site is less than 1cm. 21 Electrodes stimulated bipolarly were modeled as a single ROI, composed of two intersecting spheres of the four possible radius sizes. Next, clusters from the ARMA regression results were detected: at a given uncorrected voxel-wise threshold, a list of voxel clusters was made, keeping only those as large as those achieving the above corrected p < 0.05 from the Monte Carlo simulations. Different minimum cluster sizes were computed for each uncorrected p value (p 5 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001), though with each achieving the corrected p < 0.05 for the clusters (Fig  2) . This range was chosen to evaluate the trade-off between sensitivity of a liberal threshold (minimizing false negatives) and specificity of a strict threshold (minimizing false positives) when making comparisons between fMRI and DCS. We refer to the thresholds as P1 (p 5 0.05), P2 (p 5 0.01), and P3 (p 5 0.001).
The clustered fMRI activity mask at each uncorrected p value was systematically overlaid on ROI masks of each size and stimulation site (resulting in 12 permutations: 3 thresholds 3 4 ROI sizes). The algorithm determined whether any intersections between the two data sets existed and the number of intersecting voxels.
To characterize further fMRI utility for localizing language critical areas, we created task activation maps combining tasks: ADDT 3 AUDCAT 3 Listening 3 Reading (n 5 10), ADDT 3 AUDCAT (n 5 14), and ADDT 3 Reading (n 5 12) for patients showing significant activation across all thresholds for each task used. These task combinations were chosen based on the sensitivity, specificity, and target activation region of the individual tasks. The cluster-corrected statistical overlays for each task included in a mask were multiplied using AFNI's 3dcalc command. For a given combination mask, only voxels that were contained in a significant cluster across tasks were included; clusters present in one task, but not another, were eliminated from the mask (Fig 2) .
We considered intersections between significant fMRI clusters and language positive electrode ROIs to be true positives (TP) and intersections between fMRI clusters and cleared electrode ROIs false positives (FP). When a language positive electrode ROI did not intersect with a cluster, it was considered a false negative (FN). When a cleared electrode ROI did not intersect with an fMRI cluster, it was considered a true negative (TN). We calculated sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and odds ratio for each combination of threshold and ROI parameters to evaluate fMRI test performance compared to DCS. fMRI and DCS were acquired and processed independently without reference to each other by investigators blinded to the alternative data set.
Results
Patients
We divided our patients into two subgroups: those with at least one language positive stimulation site on DCS (n 5 12) and those with none (n 5 7). Ten language Of those, 47 electrodes produced positive language responses on stimulation (during any task) and were considered language positive. For all patients in the language positive group, at least one of four fMRI tasks showed lateralization matching the hemisphere where DCS identified eloquent cortex. In 1 patient, an fMRI task (listening) lateralized to the opposite hemisphere (right) as DCS localized; this patient was ambidextrous and showed left activation of AUDCAT and bilateral activation for reading. Detailed laterality index results are presented in Table 2 .
Ten of 16 patients who underwent a resection completed a postoperative neuropsychology battery. For 8 patients, postoperative testing was completed at a 1-year follow-up (average 5 375.1 days); 2 patients completed the testing at a 2-year follow-up (811 and 1,000 days postoperatively). To assess changes in language function, we compared pre-and postoperatives scores on the 60-item Boston Naming test (BNT), F-A-S total corrected score, and Verbal Comprehension IQ (VCI) and Full Scale IQ (FSIQ) from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Score III (WAIS III). Change scores (postoperative minus preoperative) were calculated and classified as either improved, no change, or declined, using established reliable change indices for epilepsy. 22 One patient showed significant declines on F-A-S, VIC, and FSIQ. One patient showed a decline on BNT, VCI, and FSIQ. One patient showed a decline on the BNT. All other patients showed either improvement or no change across tests. Findings are summarized in Table 1 .
Exclusions
We developed an algorithm to detect intersections between a series of overlapping masks: fMRI activation masks and electrode ROI masks for stimulation sites. We created activation masks at three thresholds. We excluded patients for whom no clusters reached statistical significance across all three thresholds for a given task. If significance was reached at any threshold, the patient was included for that task, and the runs for which no clusters reached significance were considered "misses" or "true negatives" depending on the electrode designation. For example, if significant clusters were achieved at P1 for the ADDT task, but not at P2 or P3, any language positive electrodes were considered "missed" at P2 and P3.
Of the DCS-positive subgroup, 2 patients were excluded from ADDT, 1 from AUDCAT, and 1 from listening because they did not show significant activation at any threshold. Two patients were excluded from reading based on motion exclusion criteria. One DCS-negative subgroup patient was excluded from AUDCAT because she did not complete the task. Supplementary Table 1 shows true positives, false negatives, false positives, and true negatives for each task at each electrode radius and thresholds. After exclusions, the number of electrodes considered for ADDT, AUDCAT, listening, and reading were 361, 375, 391, and 382, respectively.
Test Performance of fMRI
To evaluate the utility of each task for identifying critical language areas defined by DCS, we calculated sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for each combination of parameters (sensitivity was calculated as TP/(TP1FN), specificity was calculated as TN/(TN1FP), and accuracy was calculated as TP1TN/(TP1FN1FP1TN)). Supplementary Table 2 shows values obtained at each combination of parameters for each task. As expected, sensitivity increased with increasing radius size and decreased with stricter thresholding; the opposite was true for specificity. In addition, we used the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) as a single indicator of test performance (DOR was calculated as TP*TN/(FP*FN); Supplementary Table 2 ). The DOR represents the ratio of the odds of positivity (of the test 5 fMRI) in diseased (diseased 5 a positive DCS stimulation site) relative to the odds of positivity (fMRI) in the nondiseased (DCS   -) . 23 Higher values indicate better test performance.
A value of 1 indicates that the test (fMRI) does not discriminate between positive and negative DCS outcomes. Because we wished to evaluate fMRI as a screening tool, we placed value on test parameters that provided the highest sensitivities. Across tasks and thresholds, the 10-mm radius provided the highest sensitivity. For both ADDT and AUDCAT, sensitivity was maximal at the 10-mm radius and intermediate threshold, P2. This combination offered 80.6% sensitivity, 72.7% specificity, 73.4% accuracy, and DOR of 11.1 for ADDT. For the AUDCAT task, a sensitivity of 78.4%, specificity of 67.8%, accuracy of 68.8%, and DOR of 7.6 were found with the same parameters. Our observation of improved performance at P2 was 2-fold: as expected, fewer clusters survived P3 because of the stricter threshold. At P1, the number of voxels required for a cluster to reach significance was higher. A P1 activation mask could miss electrode intersections if clusters did not meet the minimum voxel size.
Overall, our listening and reading paradigms were less robust in lateralizing frontal and temporal activation on fMRI and often showed bilateral activation (see Table  2 ). Listening and reading sensitivities were both optimized at radius 5 10mm: Listening sensitivity was 59.5% (specificity 64.4%) at P1; reading had sensitivity 95.1% (specificity 35.8%) at P2.
For patients with at least one DCS site, reading provided the highest sensitivities overall, with low specificities. ADDT produced the best DOR overall (Fig 3) . For patients with no language positive stimulation sites, ADDT provided the highest overall specificity, ranging from 85.9% (at the largest radius and P1), to 97.3% (at the smallest radius and P3), indicating that fMRI may be useful for confirming that certain regions are not eloquent. Reading was relatively nonspecific overall in both subgroups.
For the 10 patients included in the combined activation masks of all four tasks, the 10-mm radius and fMRI threshold P1 offered sensitivity of 70.6% and specificity of 89.2%. The optimal set of parameters for ADDT 3 AUDCAT masks was 10-mm radius and P2, showing a sensitivity/specificity trade-off of 74.1%/ 82.4%. The ADDT 3 Reading mask, when thresholded at P1 and evaluated with a 10-mm radius, had sensitivity of 81.0% and specificity of 70.6%. All three combination masks provided high specificity, with values ranging from 70.6% to 99.1% (Fig 4) .
Discussion
For fMRI to be an effective screening tool, high sensitivity is critical. If fMRI fails to detect any critical language region found on DCS, it provides an inaccurate or incomplete picture for surgical decisions independent of DCS.
We found only moderate sensitivity, but relatively high specificity, when evaluating fMRI as a tool for detection of electrode locations associated with language impairment. Because the number of language positive electrodes was small (47) compared to the total number tested (427), we did not place too much emphasis on the high specificity of fMRI, especially in patients with no language areas on DCS, given that the large number of true negatives could inflate test performance. Additionally, high sensitivity (TPs compared to FNs) was often accompanied by low specificity (FPs compared to TNs). We used a DOR to evaluate fMRI performance based on a single statistic. This statistic aggregated sensitivity and specificity, providing a single number to evaluate each set of parameters.
Previous investigators used varying methods to compare fMRI language mapping with intraoperative stimulation mapping, with mixed results. Sensitivity and specificity were reported to be 100%/68% for Broca's area and 64%/85% for Wernicke's area when DCS sites and three-domensional fMRI images were considered concordant if separated by less than 1cm. 24 Other studies reported similarly high sensitivities and specificities for these regions. 7, 25, 26 One study compared coregistered fMRI activation maps to intraoperative images and showed sensitivity 75% and specificity 68% for 5 patients who underwent language mapping. 8 Other reports found less-reliable concordance between fMRI and intraoperative mapping. Coregistering intraoperative photographs of language tags with fMRI, using four language tasks in 11 patients, led to sensitivity ranging from 33% to 92% and specificity ranging from 40% to 80% depending on task; using a battery of tasks improved results. 19 One study reported sensitivity ranging from 22% (naming) to 36% (verb generation), improving to 59% sensitivity/97% specificity when the two tasks were combined. 27 In 27 patients, visual comparisons were made between fMRI activation areas and positive intraoperative sites; a visual correlation was found in only 6 of 14 patients. 28 Obstacles to comparing intraoperative mapping and fMRI include obtaining reliable intraoperative mapping results, coregistering modalities, and making visual comparisons. Studies comparing extraoperative mapping and fMRI have also used varied approaches. 29, 30 fMRI results in 4 children with language positive DCS were compared on a lobar basis without direct coregistration; concordance varied depending on whether fMRI was assessed by visual inspection or laterality index. 31 Studies examining concordance between extraoperative subdural electrode mapping report sensitivity/specificity trade-offs ranging from 50%/80% (9 patients) 6 to 64%/77% (6 patients). 20 We studied a larger sample of adult epilepsy patients with an extensive battery of fMRI language tasks. We used stimulation results obtained extraoperatively, allowing retesting of ambiguous sites over several days. We performed testing in several small sessions, so fatigue did not confound patients' performance. Our electrode localization algorithm corrected for edema and tissue shift postimplantation, leading to improved coregistration. This method eliminates the need for visual comparisons between fMRI and DCS based on anatomical landmarks, which many previous studies depended on.
We aimed to define the parenchymal volume affected by DCS by constructing ROIs based on stimulation fields and assessed overlap with positive voxels identified on fMRI. Given incomplete understanding of the extent of spread of electrical stimulation and standardized thresholding of functional data, we tested concordance at different thresholds for both modalities. We believe this provides a better measure of intermodality concordance. fMRI activation levels varied across patients and tasks, agreeing with previously reported observations. 19 Several studies reported that concordance rates depend heavily on individualized statistical thresholds. 6, 8 To account for this variation, we developed a method for evaluating fMRI activation that did not depend on visual inspection or subjective thresholding, determining significant clusters for each patient at a standardized corrected p value across three thresholds. One limitation of our study, and much existing literature, is the use of disparate tasks to compare the two methods. The difference in fMRI and DCS tasks may help to explain our findings. Previous reports indicate that various fMRI tasks generally identify limited and specific aspects of language processing. During DCS, object naming was conducted by visually presenting objects for the patient to name. ADDT required patients to listen to aurally presented sentences, retrieve semantic knowledge, and make decisions. 32 It is a complex task that has been shown to activate both frontal and temporal language areas. [33] [34] [35] Auditory and visual object naming may be anatomically distinct. 36 AUDCAT required patients to make semantic decisions; semantic decision tasks activate frontal language regions robustly with less-consistent temporal activation. 2, 32, [37] [38] [39] Neither of these tasks, or the cognitive functions they target, was directly replicated during DCS mapping sessions. Our listening task, requiring auditory comprehension, was most similar to the token task patients performed during DCS. The reading task completed during fMRI was well aligned with the reading task patients completed during DCS. Both paradigms activate temporal cortical receptive regions. 9, 33, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] Positive DCS areas were not differentiated by specific language functions (if stimulation disrupted any of four tasks, the site was considered positive). This may explain why some fMRI tasks were not sensitive compared to DCS. We attempted to account for these differences by creating combined activation masks. The ADDT 3 AUDCAT mask was expected to provide robust frontal language activation maps. Because we saw uniformly "strong" activation for reading across patients, we expected the ADDT 3 Reading mask to account for both frontal (ADDT) and temporal (ADDT, reading) language areas. However, the combined task mask may have obscured eloquent areas active during only one of the included tasks; therefore, the combination masks should be considered alongside the individual task results at each of the thresholds. Using identical tasks for both mapping modalities will likely improve test concordance.
Conclusion
We demonstrated that for stimulation sites cleared on DCS, certain fMRI tasks have a low false positive rate. For patients whose seizure foci and prospective resections are in regions atypical for language (such as the parietal lobe or nondominant hemisphere), fMRI may help confirm absence of critical language areas. Our results confirm that language fMRI is a useful screening tool for identifying critical language areas before surgery and complements invasive language mapping.
Our results suggest that fMRI is not sensitive enough to be used independently as a localization tool for surgical decisions. The observed discordance between DCS and fMRI can be explained by several factors. First, there is a sampling limitation in DCS. Electrodes cannot be implanted uniformly across patients and do not cover (and therefore cannot test) all fMRI positive regions. In addition, there is an inherent difference in what the modalities test: Whereas DCS determines areas that are necessary for language function through inhibition, fMRI identifies regions that contribute to language function during a given task by activation. There are differences in the specific facets of language function that each task tests; fMRI and DCS tasks targeted specific regions, some of which do not overlap. The majority of DCS language deficits we observed were induced at the maximally tested current amplitude (16mA), possibly affecting underlying white matter tracts in addition to cortex, 18, 45, 46 not identifiable by fMRI. Incorporation of diffusion tensor imaging with fMRI may provide insight into why fMRI does not detect all language areas defined by DCS and may provide more sensitive preoperative language mapping. Our fMRI lateralization results show close, but imperfect, concordance with the DCS "gold standard," agreeing with previous studies comparing fMRI to IAP. 5 We have shown that fMRI may be especially useful for excluding unexpected critical language areas before surgery. The possibility of fMRI providing precise language localization is of major interest for patients undergoing resective surgery for epilepsy, but technical and methodological improvements must be made before this is possible.
